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**the divan hafez**

Iran plans to celebrate Hafez Day in the Indian city of Hyderabad by organizing an art exhibition, which will open on Wednesday at the Salar Jung Museum.
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**iran to celebrate hafez day at hyderabad museum**

A stolen 15th-century book by the famed Persian poet Hafez has been recovered by a Dutch art detective after an international "race against time" that drew the alleged interest of Iran's secret
**dutch art sleuth finds rare stolen copy of ‘prince of persian poets’**
It can be hard to explain the significance of Hafez to non-Iranians. He isn’t seen so much as a poet as a divine messenger. No household in Iran is without a copy of his Divan (collected works).

**iran: saffron tales**
It’s all the encouragement he needs. He whips out his copy of the Divan of Hafez from the glove compartment, balances the open book on the steering wheel and starts reciting sonorously.

**iran in verses**
But the hallucination in which the German naturalist and polymath Goethe fellates the lifeless body of Hafez, the 14th-century Sufi poet whose verses had inspired his Divan, is all Labatut’s.

**the ecstasy of scientific discovery, and its agonizing price**
Originally published in 1944, this book contains a selection of passages intended to help a beginner in Persian ‘with sufficient reading matter for an intensive course to qualify him for attacking

**modern persian reader**
All works translated and published with UNESCO's support since 1948. All literature works translated with UNESCO’s support are listed here. The majority of them has been published in the framework of historical collection
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**arabian nights, vol. 8 (chap. 2)**
Type out all lyrics, even if it’s a chorus that’s repeated throughout the song The Section Header button breaks up song sections.
Highlight the text then click the link Use Bold and Italics
Mohamed Saleh, who plays oboe and English horn, worked with him in Daniel Barenboim's East-West Divan Orchestra with Iranian-American saxophonist Hafez Modirzadeh on the Radif Suite.

amir elsaffar announces new album 'rivers of sound - the other shore'
Originally published in 1944, this book contains a selection of passages intended to help a beginner in Persian 'with sufficient reading matter for an intensive course to qualify him for attacking

modern persian reader
Originally published in 1944, this book contains a selection of passages intended to help a beginner in Persian 'with sufficient reading matter for an intensive course to qualify him for attacking

modern persian reader
Looking for an inspection copy? This title is not currently available for inspection. However, if you are interested in the title for your course we can consider offering an inspection copy. To

modern persian reader
Looking for an examination copy? This title is not currently available for examination. However, if you are interested in the title for your course we
can consider offering an examination copy. To